2012 mazda 3

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Only 81, Miles! This Mazda Mazda3 boasts a Gas I4 2. Registrations taken care of
in-house for Connecticut and Massachusetts customers, and we offer financing sources with
extremely attractive terms. We fully service all purchased vehicles before delivery- and this
extensive service is included in the price of the car, at no additional cost to the customer. We
also believe in a low pressure sales approach and offer a comfortable, relaxed atmosphere for
our clientele. This sharp looking vehicle has Black Mica paint with Black interior. Make short
drive to Ripley MS and save big on your next vehicle purchase! As a Chevrolet dealer, we have
national agreements with banks offering financing options that most local banks and credit
unions can not compete with. Don't sweat it! At Butch Davis Chevrolet, your job and your down
payment will get you approved. A free Carfax History Report is provided on every vehicle we
stock. We will pay top dollar for your trade. Bring your vehicle to our dealership, get the most
money for your trade in, and trade up to the vehicle of your dreams! The Mazda 3 offers quick
acceleration, responsive steering, and a smooth highway ride. Schedule your test drive today!
This Mazda 3 comes equipped with a 2. Carfax reports come with previous service records and
warranty check available. This Mazda 3 qualifies with Carfax for their buyback guarantee. Beach
Auto Brokers has been providing the Hampton Roads area and neighboring states with
unparalleled customer service and quality pre-owned vehicles for 36 years. Let us show you
how easy it is to have you riding today! The Military Appreciation Purchase Program was
designed to support our service members and their families by reducing the stress and
difficulty associated with the vehicle purchase process. Your satisfaction is our Business! Call
us to schedule your test drive today! State fees for taxes, tags, title and registration are
additional. Odometer is miles below market average! At Lafontaine we use an independent third
party company to do live market comparisons on every car, every day. As the market conditions
change we change with it. Not all customers will qualify. It's so easy! Come in for a test drive.
Bring proof of income and where you live. Call and ask for Roger at or Auto Provider also has
many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with
approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Only 86,
Miles! Recent Arrival! These are vehicles that fall outside Greenway Automotive Group's used
car guidelines. They are generally higher mileage, lower-priced vehicles that are perhaps
"flawed" in some way. Only 93, Miles! We are excited to offer this Mazda Mazda3. Save money at
the pump with this fuel-sipping Mazda Mazda3. A Mazda with as few miles as this one is a rare
find. Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition
to take home. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. View
our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you! Advertised
prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices,
specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most current
information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory, there may
be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership.
This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal
from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process.
Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as
subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership
confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact the
Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 1, Hatchback Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 2, Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Know The Deal. Frame damage. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Home
Mazda Mazda 3 Used Mazda 3. Overall Consumer Rating. The Perfect Utility Commuter Car.
Having a 70 mile round trip commute to drive every day will make you think long and hard about
what you want in a car. I waited about 4 months to write this review so I would have a large
sample size to go on. Having now put about 9, miles on the car, I can tell you unequivocally that
I made the right choice in a new vehicle. I could probably get better than 40 if I slowed down a
little. I've had the mileage get as high as YSeats are comfy for extended drives. Manual tranny
and clutch are very precise. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A light freshening for includes
powertrain tweaks to improve the Mazda3's fuel economy to an impressive mpg overall. This
vaulted its road test score to near the top of our small car rankings for the model year. Further,
Mazda's SkyActiv 2. An available 2. Other attributes include agile handling, a supple ride and a

well-designed interior with good materials and comfortable seats. On the downside, rear-seat
room is tight and road noise is pronounced. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on
the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership.
The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on
our latest subscriber survey of Mazda 3 owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. It is not overly annoying though but for such a new
car, I would have thought I wouldn't have such noises until much later". A whack to the top
normally stops the noise for a time". Driver side window rattling-not yet fixed". Took to one
dealership, which did extensive testing but was unable to solve it. Second dealership resealed
rear window, which solved the problem". At the second visit to fix this issue, the dealership
came across a TSB, and repaired it successfully". No problem with brakes, and it's intermittent
and usually in the morning only. The noise would completely disappear after a few feet of
movement. Unsure of root cause; I took it to a licensed mechanic but they were not able to
recreate the problem. Mechanic could not find anything wrong. Neither my local mechanic nor
the Mazda dealer can isolate the problem. It is very annoying. Seal issue causing sqeaking
noise". The second time I reported this problem, the mechanic determined that the noise fell
under a notification from the manufacturer, TSB of a noise coming from positioning pins
located under the headline which need to be cut and the metal around them bent. This repair
would have been done under warrnaty if the need for it had shown up when I bought the car
from the dealer, but by then the car w". I guess this is to be expected with a year old vehicle".
Seems like brakes even though new rear brake were bought". We had already installed a wind
foil? But it is fairly loud when driving. When stopped at a light it is silent so the noise isn't
engine noise. The engine purrs quietly. It is distracting. Really can't hear the radio well. I don't
consider this vehicle to be "well built" by any means. I will not be purchasing a Mazda in the
future". Not very well constructed in that respect". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling ,
loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Since they don't sell just the clips, I would
have to buy a whole new trim piece". Was told dash lifted due Florida heat". Under Reacll". This
is a covered under a recall from Mazda. Plastic coating is peeling. All corroded in the same
place on the rim which make me think it is a manufacturing issue. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Replaced
the sensor. All good now. Once the car heats up, it begins working again". The mechanical
motor and mounting mechanism needed to be replaced. It was very expensive and a lot of labor
involved, Who would have ever guessed that they would have to remove the front bumper from
the vehicle i". It was fixed under warranty". It was covered under a Mazda Recall and fixed at no
charge". So, a major auto manufacturer charges its customers to fix a safety issue that is
caused by a manufacturing defect. Driver failed around miles and passenger failed around
miles". The seat back stays on high of the time unless it is turned off". I had to turn it off
manually". With patience and fiddling, I have always been able to gain entry. The "keyless
entry" is pressing a button on the keyfob for my car. Occasionally it fails for unlocking or
locking. I have had to unlock the driver's door with by inserting the key into the door on
occasion. I always check the doors are locked after leaving the car to see if they lock. With
fiddling, using either the fob or mostly multiple tries with the manual button in the driver's door,
I succeed. The first sign of the continuing problem was the hatch not opening. Sometimes I
have to start the car before the hatch will unlock. The dealer has failed to address this complaint
successfully. In late , the driver's seat belt locking mechanism suddenly quit working and I had
to rush to fix this. The entire belt was replaced promptly. Sometimes it works find, and
sometimes it won't work at all. The service center was unable to replicate the problem, but I'm
getting the lock button replaced to see if that will fix it. Had replaced". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. A dealership mechanic
said that the whole media unit has to be replaced to fix that". Have followed suggestions in
manual, but it still doesn't work. Have gone back to using a plug in gps unit i owned before
buying the car". It is cumbersome to use and unreliable. The dealer was unable to help to fix or
adjust the device". The dealer tried everything it could Mazda CA did nothing. Dealer said they
could do nothing. There were no exits on either sides. I was so unsure of it that I bought a sta".
When the local dealership was going to have to pay for the repair, they actually fixed it in one
hour. They blamed me when I was the one who paid an outside stereo person who told me how
to fix it! Does not always turn on. Loses track of pre-programmed stations. We procrastinated
on getting the repair done and in a strange twist of fate, the car battery died and required
replacement. For the year it didn't work, it was a serious defect and reduced our". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. But given it was the brakes I felt like I had no choice but to replace the

part. It took Mazda dealer approximately 5-weeks to get the Brake Booster. Both the Master
Cylinder and then the Brake Booster were then replaced. When the car is driven again, you can
hear the brakes grind as they wear off the rust. The result is that brakes have to be serviced
more often than on other vehicles that I've owned. This was also an issue with a Mazda 3 that I
owned several years back. Was told the front need to be replaced though the noise came from
rear. Replaced the front. Was told the rear need to be replaced soon. That was at less than ".
They said brakes were fine as they were still under warranty--now they are not. The car are
great--the service is not nearly as good as it was hen I bought my first one in Had to have pads
and rotors replaced. Lasts for applications before it stops". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. This is the same problem that I had with my Mazda Prot? Unexpected on such a
new car". Front mount literally snapped in heavy the synthetic rubber material broke. My side
mounts need to be replaced as well. This is unacceptable and not normal". I pad the price and
needed a new strut". I had both struts replaced at dealership". This is highly irregular and
Mazda's quality is questionable". Mazda repair shop could not find out why". Factory Rep
advised Dealer to replace entire knuckle assembly with the bearing". Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety
belts, sunroof, convertible top. Hatchback door would unlock intermittently with key fob and
now won't open at all unless I use the emergency latch in door access panel. The cable
separated from the lead end piece. Kudos to Mazda! Have had it in twice to be fixed. Still is a
problem. More an annoyance than anything". I had to manually tighten and apply loctite". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Can put the car back in 4th gear while
moving to keep going". Scary when it happened on I95! Took 6 weeks to get parts and get
fixed". Not sure what they had to fix". Two software upgrades later and it is a bit better but still
not resolved". Turning the car off and on restored normal function. The dealer checked the
vehicle electrical grounding, and reflashed the transmission computer with a newer firmware,
per a service bulletin". Fixed under 60, drive-train warranty". Once it heats up it is too hot
almost immediately". Received free rental while problem fixed in one day at no cost due to
warranty". Car would not start". I had to have the car towed to the dealer and it was replaced. It
works now with no problems". I had to tow the car in the service". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Took it in. Issue diagnosed. Only able to
correct with used transmission. Parts not available, even from Mazda. They only had new
transmission. Able to find used transmission. Replaced originally with used. So far so good.
Took it to a garage. Could not be repaired. Used transmission sourced and installed. Apparently
this is a common problem with older Mazdas. Wish I'd known. I could have been killed trying to
coast from the fast lane across 3 lanes of heavy traffic to the shoulder. Mazda hemmed and
hawed about it but finally agreed to put in a refurbished transmission at no cost to me, because
the car had 59, miles on it and the power train warranty went to 60, miles. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Dealer had to clean the build up". Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I
was driving 70 mph and began to accelerate. Without warning the engine blew up. A piston rod
failed in compression. After snapping, it cut the engine block into two pieces and destroyed the
water pump, oil pump, oil pan, clutch and fly wheel, turbo and inter-cooler, injectors, etc. The
internals of the engine were not built to support the added heat, pressure, and torque, caused
by the addition of a large stock turbo. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. It repeatedly loses
charge and the car can't be started!! This has been a problem since purchase. We replaced the
battery but this made no difference". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mazda 3 Change
Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and
Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration
Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time
in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling.
Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness,
response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel

Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's
often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring
device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway
consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of
measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip
of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking
Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel.
Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency
Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and
confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert
judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady
it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's
interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of
how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat
Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across.
Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags available from Head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC
available from , standard from Blind spot monitoring standard on Touring and Grand Touring
from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Air or water leaks "tire
pressure sensing nice idea but between ice cold etc. It is not overly annoying though but for
such a new car, I would have thought I wouldn't have such noises until much later" David K.
Driver side window rattling-not yet fixed" W H. Second dealership resealed rear window, which
solved the problem" Christian P. At the second visit to fix this issue, the dealership came
across a TSB, and repaired it successfully" George Z. Seal issue causing sqeaking noise" Steve
P. This repair would have been done under warrnaty if the need for it had shown up when I
bought the car from the dealer, but by then the car w" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 2. Seems like
brakes even though new rear brake were bought" Davey M. Not very well constructed in that
respect" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3 2. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Winter ice and snow
loosened up some trim on front of car" David S. Since they don't sell just the clips, I would have
to buy a whole new trim piece" Anonymous, PA Mazda 3 Touring "Dash lifted and had to be
replaced. Under Reacll" Robert R. It was very expensive and a lot of labor involved, Who would
have ever guessed that they would have to remove the front bumper from the vehicle i" Greg B.

It was covered under a Mazda Recall and fixed at no charge" Matthew B. Driver failed around
miles and passenger failed around miles" Spencer S. CD player "When playing a CD the right
speaker started to make a lot of static noise. A dealership mechanic said that the whole media
unit has to be replaced to fix that" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3 Touring 2. Have gone back to using
a plug in gps unit i owned before buying the car" Peggy N. The dealer was unable to help to fix
or adjust the device" Mark M. I was so unsure of it that I bought a sta" Louis B. For the year it
didn't work, it was a serious defect and reduced our" Angie B. Alignment "the wheels had been
knocked out of alignment" John W. This is unacceptable and not normal" Thomas K. I pad the
price and needed a new strut" Kevin C. I had both struts replaced at dealership" Mark E. This is
highly irregular and Mazda's quality is questionable" Thomas K. Factory Rep advised Dealer to
replace entire knuckle assembly with the bearing" William P. Locks and latches "Locks would
activate and deactivate sometimes after a stop and sometimes while driving. More an
annoyance than anything" Anonymous, IL Mazda 3 2. Gear selector or linkage "Sometimes the
car jumps out of 4th gear while driving. Can put the car back in 4th gear while moving to keep
going" Anonymous, SC Mazda 3 2. Took 6 weeks to get parts and get fixed" Anonymous, MD
Mazda 3 2. Not sure what they had to fix" Anonymous, MD Mazda 3 2. Two software upgrades
later and it is a bit better but still not resolved" Kirk M. The dealer checked the vehicle electrical
grounding, and reflashed the transmission computer with a newer firmware, per a service
bulletin" William K. Received free rental while problem fixed in one day at no cost due to
warranty" Anonymous, PA Mazda 3 Touring 2. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Received code indicating emissions problem. Clutch replacement "The clutch burnt out and
was not covered" Laurie L. Engine computer "High idle when clutch released in neutral" Daniel
B. Catalytic converter "Carbon build up, check engine light was on. Dealer had to clean the
build up" Anonymous, MD Mazda 3 Touring Pipes "Rusted exhaust pipe required replacing
entire exhaust system, including catalytic converted. Engine rebuild or replacement "My engine
had a catastrophic failure at approximately , miles. Driveline vibration "Driver's side front
bearing needed replacement. We replaced the battery but this made no difference" Carol T. See
All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have
digital access to ratings and reviews. The Mazda3 has gone through a few notable changes for
The new technology boosts fuel economy to nearly 40 mpg on the highway. It pairs a
direct-injected 2. Other changes across the model range include a revised grille, new
headlamps, and a redesigned rear valence panel. Also new this year is a base model hatchback
edition -- previously, buyers had to order the s trim to get the 5-door hatchback body. Close this
Model value: The Mazda3 has been Mazda's best-selling vehicle for several years, representing
nearly half of Mazda's U. It's a high-quality car that's simple, small, and sporty, which help it to
stand out in an increasingly crowded small car segment. Read more The Mazda3 has been
Mazda's best-selling vehicle for several years, representing nearly half of Mazda's U. Close this
Model overview: For , the Mazda3 continues to be available in both sedan and 4-door hatchback
body styles. The car was completely redesigned for the model year, so updates for are modest,
but important. Styling has been updated slightly, with a redesigned grille and rear valence, but
the biggest news is an all-new Read more For , the Mazda3 continues to be available in both
sedan and 4-door hatchback body styles. Styling has been updated slightly, with a redesigned
grille and rear valence, but the biggest news is an all-new high-efficiency engine combination
under the hood. The 3 starts with a horsepower 2. Order the s and you get a 2. Finally, at the top
of the range, the MazdaSpeed 3 returns with a turbocharged 2. The i comes equipped with either
a 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmission, while 2. Mazda says the new engine
features a new drive control system as well, which helps to let the engine and transmission
work better as a combination, giving the car much better reaction to driver input. Overall, the 3
continues to be practical small car, with enough room for four adults when required. Standard
safety features include advanced front airbags, side-impact airbags, side-curtain airbags,
stability control, and traction control. An optional blind spot monitoring system is available as
well, but only on Grand Touring models fitted with the Technology Package. The i Touring adds
niceties like air conditioning, cruise control, power locks, keyless entry, and electronic stability
control. The s Touring and s Grand Touring come equipped with a sunroof and speaker Bose
audio. The Technology package consists of in-dash navigation, satellite radio, rain-sensing
wipers, Bluetooth, HomeLink garage door opener, keyless entry and starting, and bi-xenon
headlamps that turn with steering input. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. Other changes
across the model range include a Read more. Close this. The Mazda3 has been Mazda's
best-selling vehicle for several years, representing nearly half of Mazda's U. For , the Mazda3
continues to be available in both sedan and 4-door hatchback body styles. There's a problem

loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Our survey data reveals whether, all things considered,
owners would buy the same car again. The answer to that question is what determines our
owner-satisfaction rating, which is a powerful piece of intel because it predicts how well a
particular model will satisfy other owners. Includes acceleration and handling. Handling,
especially through bends and change of direction at higher speeds, the car readily leans into
the task, and then feels like it's on rails. It's not very quick, but it gets very good gas mileage.
Good visibility. Solid on the road, sharp in the curves, and plenty of power. Easy to maneuver
around the city and you can park it anywhere. Great little car! Just a fun car to drive, period. It
accelerates and handles extremely well and all conditions. There is very little G-force when
turning or cornering and the acceleration is very good for the type of car. Over all it drive very
comfortable. Needs rear wheel drive and a turbo v6. Great balance between all of the factors.
Small car with comfort". This is the only one that is fun to drive. Mazda for life. Occasionally it
lags when slowing down but not stopping completely. It is remarkable how little I gave up in
handling. Very responsive, good cornering, tight turn radius. Why can't other manufacturers get
it right like this in their lower cost models? Handling is outstanding. Maneuvers well. It handles
very well and is great fun to drive. Easy to park. Excellent handling. Pretty good acceleration but
a weak low end. Need to keep the revs up. My dealer fixed them but I think they wore too
quickly. I had about 20, miles when it started, I believe. Tight cockpit like fit fits like a tight glove.
Easy to brace on quick, responsive turns. Tempting to make quick starts. Have to remind myself
to watch mpg estimate to avoid jack-rabbit starts. Handling is superb in all weather conditions. I
also hit a few people as it is hard to see when turning. Visibilitly is the main reason i wouldn't
purchase this vehicle again. The second issue is the radio reception is very poor in the city
under bus lines. Fades in and out. This car needs an antenna, not what it has on windshield
mesh like material. The 3rd issue is that the bluetooth mic too far over, so i would have to talk
very loud. It should of been closer to dr". Fun to drive. Handles like a sports car but sips fuel.
Perhaps solved by the exhaust enhancement in Fortunately, I can shift it into manual mode to
override this behavior. It also would be nice if the car were quieter in the highway. Really fun to
drive. Great gas mileage. Lots of room inside. The only negative is that it is a little noisy inside.
It's very fast for the money and you can easily feel the road. It's an awesome car to drive and it's
really a "driver's" car. It has great acceleration and is super fun to drive! The bad - It's a turbo
front wheel drive car, so you eat through tires, even expensive ultra high performance ones if
you're not careful. The torque steer is also substantial. You need to learn how to handle it at full
throttle otherwise it can pull you off course. Only Mazdas have ever given us this experience.
Before, many cars felt like the acceleration need a "wind up to get going. Zoom-Zoom as they
say, is really true! Those roads are known for their curves. Going up hills with air conditioning
on is more difficult. This car is nimble which is great for navigating city streets and parking
garages. Even at speeds exceeding the highway speed limits, I always feel the car is grounded
and controlled. If you're looking for something fun to drive but is also good for getting you to
work, this car is not to be overlooked. Nothing compares. The turning circle is amazing. It's
easy to park. The handling is great. Very predictable and secure handling. Ride is great but
noisy. Stock tires squeal at the slightest turn. Acceleration is acceptable, but not great We have
the standard transmission so seems very peppy. I feel it drives like a sports car. A joy to drive.
Peppy engine. Zoom zoom". Great handling, good acceleration". Very responsive, good pick-up
and smooth sailing. I'm a fan. It is slower to accelerate due to less horsepower from a standstill
when merging, but great pickup on the highway. When I am on the freeway, I want to be able to
quickly pass large trucks and any cars that are driving erratically, and I'm able to do this easily
when I need to. Handling is also good; for instance, I also occasionally have to parallel park and
I'm able to do this pretty easily with this car which is not equipped with a backup camera. The
handling is also excellent and very responsive. Well balanced compact car. The ride is rough".
Slow acceleration. It is not the most powerful engine but switch to manual and you can a good
acceleration for a lower mpg. The transmission is really excellent. And low center of gravity and

the precise steering make it an enjoyable machine. The handling is fine and can even be fun!
Handles well also. Not overly powerful, it responds well to inputs and lets you know what is
going on with the driving dynamics. This was one of the main reasons I purchased the car along
with its good reliability. The manual gearbox is smooth. I would not mind more power in the
motor, but the efficiency of the Skiactive would probably suffer. Very easy car to drive on roads
and freeways. Can be loud on uneven surfaces and at high speeds. Sporty handling. Fun to
drive! Electric power steering is very precise and well weighted. Anti-lock brakes work very well
and have saved me on more than one occasion. Mazda makes it very enjoyable to drive their
vehicles. Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. On the highway the music has to be
cranked up quite a bit to hear it. It is fairly comfortable around town and very roomy inside the
cabin and the trunk capacity with fold down rear seats has never let me down". Good visibility,
acceleration is great when merging. Very comfortable, like your favorite chair. In fact, even
though this car gets better gas mileage than our other vehicle, if a trip will take more than 3
hours of driving time, we take the other car because of the uncomfortable seating. The road
noise is pronounced, but again, replacing the OEM Firestone tires to Pirelli tires reduced that
significantly. Overall ride is what you'd expect from a small car, bumps are felt, but tolerable. It
is so hot and the ac is not up to cooling it adequately so driving it in the spring, summer, and
fall is a miserable experience. It's noisy, cramped, and uncomfortable. I added after market quiet
tires which helped alot and added sound dampening which helped a little. Climate control is a
little weak might just need recharge ". Not a lot of space for passengers or cargo. The cabin
noise is a bit loud. The car gets a lot of wind noise. Cabin is noisy. Maybe the tires or lack of
sound proofing. I am unable to listen to radio or music at normal volume because of this.
Without the AC on, warm air comes out of the vents even when cool outside. Slow to accelerate,
struts went after only 60, Seats are the most uncomfortable I ever felt. Cheap car cheaply
made". Back hurts within 20 minutes of sitting in it. This car is not for people with back
problems. Road noise is obtrusive and makes it difficult to use the Bluetooth phone function at
highway speed. They lean too much forward, pushing your head in a very uncomfortable
position. I had to raise them so high that they are irrelevant". Long trips can be a challenge for
comfort. Would like less noise entering into the cabin". Speed bumps and uneven pavement are
very disruptive. The road noise is a bit loud. My previous vehicle, ford taurus sel was very
comfortable, very little ride noise but was unreliable, repairs were costing to much. Also my wife
didn't the size of vehicle. The car bluetooth for phone, i don't use because the mic in car doesn't
work very well. I have to talk very loud. Unkown if faulty mic. I just put my phone on speaker,
works fine. Overall this vehicle is very reliable and i would of purchased again. If i couldn't buy
this vehicle i would consider maybe an accord, or camry, sentra. The corolla had horribly seats,
too short, the civic had the digital displays which i don't like because its like a computer screen,
not good for eyes. The front side pillars are a visibility hazard, it is very difficult to see people
when turning corning. I installed ventvisors which had made it more difficult. I do use
something I bought online and roll up a towel and that seems to help some. The interior road
noise can be tiring. Lots of road noise. I wish my passengers had a little bit more leg room. Why
can't Mazda insulate its cars better like Toyota does. The only thing I would like changed is the
noisy ride,it's like Windows are rolled down. Seats are comfortable enough. Radio has to be
turned up to uncomfortable levels to compensate for the cabin noise. In rides of an hour or
more the seat becomes so uncomfortable I need to take extended roadside breaks and conduct
exercises to alleviate the increasing discomfort. Yet I can get on an airliner, not the most
ergonomic of seats in coach, cross the country and only get up once or twice and arrive ready
and able to carry on. Changing to a different tire helped. I have to turn up the volume on my
radio quite high to hear it over the road noise". The volume must be much too loud in order to
hear the radio over it. The seats are hard, requiring a cushion to be even bearable. The car was
exceedingly uncomfortable in all aspects of a mile trip I took in June. I had a Mazda MX6 that fit
perfectly. The seat itself is too far back to comfortably reach the steering wheel and pedals,
even for a person who is fairly tall, with long arms and legs. I ended up buying a pricey lumbar
seatback pad to push the driver position up, and bought some cheap neck pads to strap to the
headrest, since it was uncomfortable. I realize that the seat distance is probably to protect those
who don't wear seat belts, and that the awkward positioning of the head rest is probably also a
safety feature I wish cars would just have passive seatbelt systems so designers could assume
all riders have seat belts, and design accordingly. The cabin noise while on the highway is a bit
loud. THankfully, there are other vehicles that are much worse. The moon roof should close
automatically when the the ignition is turned off. There is a warning, when you remove the keys,
that the headlights are on. Why not just turn them off?? The seats are not as supportive to the
thighs as I would like and I think they are a bit too low. Difficult to find a sweet spot with seat
adjustments for the driver or passenger. Noise level is high and the ride a tad too firm. The

seats give me a backache after about 45 minutes of driving. Handles and accelerates very
smoothly. Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? We have the standard
equipment, no frills, and it has been exactly what we wanted at a low price point. Touring with
leather, etc". This is mostly from a creature-comfort perspective in thinking how much we paid
where we might have looked at a few other vehicle options. For example, not enough cubbies
for your stuff, not enough drink holders and drink holders that don't hold much in No other
repairs or maintenance. Not sure anymore if their higher prices are worth it, especially as I get
older and care less and less about the great handling of Mazda cars. Needs to be rear wheel
drive for real performance. Excellent gas mileage, city, Highway. Reasonable ride but better
handling than a Civic or Corolla. The car is very reliable. It was my first purchase of a new
import car, and it has worked beautifully. I will never buy domestic again. Pretty good
acceleration once you get the revs up. Very impressive MPG,". Economical and easy to drive. I
would definitely purchase another Mazda in the future. The back hatch mostly closes properly
but sometimes it doesn't. The cig lighter or what ever you call it had the small door snap off.
Little things are starting to be annoying. The gas tank input is on the passenger side which is
great as it's usually the shortest line at the gas station. It is a better value. They have it now, so
it is probably my next car. I think this was a great deal. We can barely remember to take it in for
periodic service because absolutely nothing ever goes wrong. It just works. Gets 40 mpg
highway and averages We drove the miles through the Southwest when it was 6 years old with
perfect performance. It was 21k. Noisy at highway speed and a harsh ride". Fair price for fun to
drive and efficient car. Very reliable and good quaility. I would recommend buy used. Even
though this car was purchased in it still feels brand new. It is hard to determine mileage. After i
changed pcv valve, very expensive, fuel ecomony increased by 15km. The skyactiv engine has
good horse power and excellent fuel economy, the car now idles at rpm at red lights after being
stopped for about a minute. This car can carry 2 adults comfortably in front but small adults in
rear. If you need to carry 4 adults in comfort i would recommend a mid size car like accord. As
of this month loan is paid off, interest free, and i own car. Very happy. The Mazda is a very solid
car, performance-wise and was a good value. There are things about the design I'd like to
change, and the model is showing its age as far as electronics and connectivity go, but it was
an excellent choice and I'd make the same choice were I to go back and do it again. This car is
excellent to drive in the city and short trip. The handling can be compared to car 2x more
expensive while delivering an excellent mileage and low maintenance cost. Mazda 3 offered the
best handling like a sports car , features minus navigation which is useless , and comfort
except the AC which is not great when I compared other commuter vehicles. Have no
complaints on power train. Really accelerates and handles well for the price. Never owned a car
at this price point before that had rear disc brakes with anti-lock. I researched and test-drove
about eight different cars. I am very pleased with the reliability and efficiency of this car. It has
been a reliable vehicle, used to commute 60 miles a day. I definitely recommend this car as a
consumer reports Best Buy. We owned three Protege's before the Mazda 3 and were very
satisfied with the value. I think it compares favorably with Honda Civic and Toyota Corolla
which are pricier. Very reliable car. I wanted a car that would provide decent mileage in
everyday driving, good mileage on longer trips. I also wanted a car that I would be comfortable
in for long drives since I'm not getting any younger. This has been a problem since vehicle was
new. I returned vehicle to the dealership multiple times complaining about this problem but all I
got out of them was that they could not duplicate the problem. In the five years I've owned it I
had to get new tires and front wheel brakes other than the standard oil changes and rotating
tires. How it looks inside and out. Love the moonroof. Otherwise, the styling is okay. I think it
looks like a more expensive car than it is. Corner pillars create sizable blind spots not only
when driving but when pulling out of parking spots in malls. Sloping roof line creates minimal
headroom and smaller entry space in the back making it harder to put larger items in the back
seat. In an attempt to make cars look more stylish, manufacturers are making it harder for
drivers too see their surroundings adequately--sacrificing function for form. I am used to driving
sports cars which are pretty. A little work on the outside would make the car more appealing. I
don't care for it and it doesn't look like us. My husband and I bought the car in spite of its looks
because of its fuel economy and its overall good value. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Mazda 3 Change Vehicle. A light freshening for includes powertrain tweaks
to improve the Mazda3's fuel economy to an impressive mpg overall. This vaulted its road test
score to near the top of our small car rankings for the model year. Further, Mazda's SkyActiv 2.
An available 2. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Owner Satisfaction. Owner

Satisfaction with:. What Owners Say. Great handling, good acceleration" Anonymous, MA
Mazda 3 "It handles and accelerates like a true sport sedan and is exceptionally enjoyable to
drive. It is fairly comfortable around town and very roomy inside the cabin and the trunk
capacity with fold down rear seats has never let me down" Robert F. I had to raise them so high
that they are irrelevant" Anonymous, FL Mazda 3 "Ride can be a little harsh. I have to turn up
the volume on my radio
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quite high to hear it over the road noise" Beth W. Touring with leather, etc" Anthony M. Very
impressive MPG," Anonymous, NY Mazda 3 "other than oil changes and tires, i've had to do
nothing to this car in the almost 60k miles i've driven it. Noisy at highway speed and a harsh
ride" Mark F. Would you buy this car again? Ford Fiesta. Ford Focus. Hyundai Elantra. Mazda 3.
Mini Cooper. Nissan Sentra. Subaru Impreza. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius C. Toyota Yaris.
Volkswagen Golf. Percentage of owners who would definitely purchase that same vehicle again.
Owner-satisfaction Ratings are determined by the percentage of those who answered "definitely
yes" to the question asked by the Consumer Reports Annual Auto Survey "Considering all
factors price, performance, reliability, comfort, enjoyment, etc. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

